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Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of film cooling flows were conducted to investigate the impact of high turbulence 
intensity in the main flow, representative of jet-engine combustor conditions. A comparison was made with 
LES simulations at zero turbulence at the main flow inlet boundary. The study investigated three different film 
cooling configurations, which involved cylindrical holes and two variations with holes embedded in trenches 
known as transverse and segmented trench. Different momentum ratios (𝐼 = 3.5 and 8.3) relevant to combustor 
flows in jet-engines were applied. The LES simulations utilized OpenFOAM and solved the energy and passive 
scalar transport equations to determine film cooling efficiency (𝜂), heat transfer coefficient (ℎ𝑓 ), and net heat flux 
reduction (𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅). The numerical results were validated through comparison with experimental data. The mean 
and instantaneous results revealed that high turbulence intensity in the main flow significantly influenced film 
cooling performance. The film cooling efficiency was found to decrease with increased turbulence intensity, while 
for the ordinary film cooling design exhibiting jet lift-off, the increased mixing led to higher 𝜂. The heat transfer 
coefficient increased with turbulence intensity and momentum ratio, with turbulence intensity having a greater 
impact on ordinary designs and momentum ratio on trenched designs. Moreover, increasing turbulence intensity 
or momentum ratio resulted in lower 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 for all designs. Hot spots were observed in the instantaneous 
results, with spatial variations depending on the film cooling design.
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The efficiency of jet engines is significantly affected by the turbine 
let temperature. The hot gas temperature in the combustion chamber 
d turbine often exceeds the maximum limit of the material tempera-
re. To prevent damaging to the metal walls of these parts, film cooling 
chniques are used. These techniques typically involve the use of cylin-
ical and fan-shaped holes to create a layer of coolant film [1,2]. 
owever, with a trench, which might be formed during the applica-
n of thermal barrier coating (TBC), the effectiveness of the cooling 
n be improved [3,4]. Both designs are shown in Fig. 1.
Film cooling holes embedded into trenches reduce jet lift-off from 
e wall and provide improved lateral spreading of the coolant.
Researchers have used Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

mulations to study adiabatic film cooling effectiveness (𝜂) at the wall:

=
𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑎𝑤

𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑐

(1)

Corresponding author.

where 𝑇∞ and 𝑇𝑐 represent the temperatures of the hot gas and coolant, 
respectively, while 𝑇𝑎𝑤 denotes the adiabatic wall temperature. It has 
been found that a steady-state RANS approach is not often sufficient for 
accurately predicting the mean flow field and film cooling efficiency 
[5]. Although many optimization processes rely on the steady-state 
assumption [6,7], recent studies have shown that unsteady RANS sim-
ulations can significantly improve the prediction of film cooling effec-
tiveness. Sperling’s research [8] found that incorporating the dominant 
frequency from the broadband spectrum of the velocity signal at the in-
let upstream of the film cooling injection in unsteady RANS simulations 
leads to more accurate results. This highlights the importance of consid-
ering the unsteadiness of the inlet boundary conditions when predicting 
film cooling effectiveness. Additionally, studies using Large Eddy Simu-
lation (LES) have demonstrated good agreement with experimental data 
under low turbulence conditions [9–11].

The turbulent hot gas flow field affects the jets that originate from 
effusion cooling holes located in the combustor or turbine. The turbu-
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Nomenclature

Roman Symbols

𝐷 Film cooling hole diameter
𝑐 Specific heat

𝑓 Frequency

ℎ Heat transfer coefficient or enthalpy
𝐼 Momentum ratio
𝑃𝑟 Prandtl number
�̇� Heat flux
𝑅𝑒 Reynolds number
𝑡 Time

𝑇 Temperature or period length of a signal
𝑇 𝑢 Turbulence intensity
𝑢, 𝑣,𝑤 Velocity components
𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 Cartesian coordinates

Greek Symbols

𝜂 Adiabatic film cooling efficiency
𝜃 Non-dimensionalized temperature
Λ Turbulence length scale
𝜌 Density

𝛿 Boundary layer thickness

Subscripts

𝑎 Adiabatic

𝑎𝑤 Adiabatic wall
𝑐 Cold gas
𝑑 Distance boundary layer growth
𝑓 With film cooling
𝑖 Index

𝑝 Constant pressure
𝑠 Sensible

𝑤 Wall

0 Without film cooling
99 99% Freestream velocity
∞ Hot gas freestream

Superscripts

∙ Averaged

∙′ Fluctuation

∙̃ Filtered

Abbreviations

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
LES Large Eddy Simulation
NHFR Net Heat Flux Reduction
RANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
RMS Root Mean Square
TPIV Thermographic Particle Image Velocimetry
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ig. 1. Schematics of ordinary cylindrical and trenched film cooling designs.

nce intensity (𝑇 𝑢) at the combustor-turbine interface for rich burners 
pically ranges from 10% to 20% with an integral turbulence length 
ale (Λ) between 10-20 mm [12] where [13] reported large scale tur-
lence with Λ∕𝐷 = 3, in which 𝐷 is the diameter of the film cooling 
le. The turbulence in rich burn combustors is isotropic due to the di-
tion jets [14], whereas in lean burn combustors, the swirling main 
w is characterized by anisotropic turbulence [15].
Effusion cooling liners are used to reduce the temperature of gas 
rbine components, but their effectiveness can be compromised by the 
irling main flow. Recent experimental and numerical studies have 
own that cooling films created by cylindrical holes are periodically 
stroyed by the swirling main flow, leading to low film cooling ef-
ctiveness [16]. Carlson and Talmor [17] have found that increasing 
rbulence intensity from 3 to 22% in the hot gas above a film cool-
g slot can significantly reduce the cooling efficiency by almost 50%. 
rther investigations have shown that increased turbulence intensities 
so decrease film coolant coverage for both trenched and untrenched 
signs [18,19]. In another numerical study including LES and standard 
usion cooling [20], turbulence intensities ranging from 0 to 20% were 
2

nerated at the main hot gas inlet boundary using digital filters with th
length scale ranging from 0 to 1𝐷. When turbulence was increased, 
resulted in initial improvement of surface cooling in the vicinity of 
e hole, but there was a decrease in cooling effectiveness downstream 
 the hole. On the other hand, it was demonstrated by Schmidt and 
gard [13] that increased turbulence intensity enhances film cooling 
ectiveness for standard effusion designs. In addition, [21] showed 
at the heat transfer coefficient is influenced by both turbulence in-
nsity and length scale. These analyses emphasize the importance of 
nducting experiments and CFD simulations with realistic inflow con-
tions.

In previous experimental investigations at our institute, active tur-
lence generators were incorporated into an existing film-cooling rig, 
hich create turbulence intensities typical of gas turbine combustors 
2,12]. The crucial parameters, such as turbulence intensity and tur-
lence length scale, were measured and calculated through hot-wire 
d numerical probes and deemed to be representative turbulence at 
e interface between the combustor and turbine. The active turbulence 
nerators were employed in film cooling experiments conducted in this 
g [23,24].
In our study the heat transfer coefficient ratio ℎ𝑓∕ℎ0 is of interest 

hich is defined [25] through

= �̇�

(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑎𝑤)
(2)

d the reference heat transfer coefficient (ℎ0) of a flat plate without 
m cooling [26]

= (𝜌𝑢∞𝑐𝑝)
0.03

𝑅𝑒1∕5𝑃𝑟2∕3

[
1 −

(
𝑥𝑑

𝑥+ 𝑥𝑑

0.9
)]−1∕9(𝑇𝑎𝑤

𝑇∞

)−1∕4
(3)

 the equations �̇� is the wall heat flux and 𝑇𝑤 is the local wall tem-
rature. Two experiments at identical inflow boundary conditions of 
t gas and coolant with two different wall boundary conditions have 
 be run to determine the film cooling efficiency and the heat transfer 
efficient [27]. Our CFD approach requires only one simulation to de-
rmine ℎ𝑓 which is elucidated in the numerical section. In a different 
merical investigation, two simulations were performed to determine 

ese parameters [28]. With respect to ℎ0 the distance from boundary 
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yer suction to film cooling injection is 𝑥𝑑 . To accurately predict the 
at transfer associated with film cooling, it is necessary to have infor-
ation about both the adiabatic wall temperature and the heat transfer 
efficient distribution [29].
The main purpose of film cooling is a reduction of the hot gas wall 
at flux which is quantified by the Net Heat Flux Reduction (𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅)

𝐻𝐹𝑅 = 1 −
ℎ𝑓

ℎ0
⋅ (1 − 𝜂𝜗) (4)

here

=
𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑐

𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑤

(5)

 achieve the reduction in hot gas wall heat flux, the desire is to in-
ease 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 by decreasing the ratio of ℎ𝑓 to ℎ0 and decreasing the 
iabatic wall temperature (𝑇𝑎𝑤) or equivalently, increasing the film 
oling efficiency (𝜂).
The goal of this research is to use LES to simulate trench-shaped 
m cooling designs at low turbulence boundary conditions in compar-
on with results using high turbulence boundary conditions created by 
e (numerical) turbulence grids [12]. The proposed novel trench de-
gn [6] has not been tested numerically at high turbulence boundary 
ndition and no information regarding the net heat flux reduction is 
ailable. The focus is on the clarification of the accuracy of LES pre-
ctions of film cooling efficiency and heat transfer coefficients when 
plied to literature cases and on the investigation of effects of the tur-
lence level on these two quantities. To the knowledge of the authors, 
is is the first time that adiabatic film cooling efficiency, as well as the 
at transfer coefficient and net heat flux reduction are determined by 
rforming one LES simulation to investigate film cooling.
The paper is structured as follows: firstly, the numerical approach is 
scribed; secondly, the numerical approach is validated using previous 
perimental results; thirdly, results of the time-averaged and instanta-
ous LES solutions, including 𝜂, ℎ𝑓∕ℎ0, 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 at the wall and the 
w field are presented, followed by the conclusion.

 CFD approach

This subsection first presents the description of the numerical set-
gs for the LES, the numerical domain, as well as boundary and initial 
nditions.

1. Solver, governing equations and numerical settings

In the following the implementation within the OpenFOAM v1912 
lver rhoPimpleFoam is described based on [30]. LES resolves the large 
rbulence scales while the sub-grid scales necessitate modeling. Favre-
eraging is applied to the original equations for compressible and other 
riable-density flows. Thus, the continuity equation (pressure-based 
plementation) and momentum equations result:
̄

𝑡
+

𝜕�̄��̃�𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 0 (6)

̄�̃�𝑖
𝑡

+
𝜕�̄��̃�𝑖�̃�𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗

= − 𝜕�̄�

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+ 𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖

(
𝜏𝑖𝑗 − �̄�(𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗 − �̃�𝑖�̃�𝑗 )

)
(7)

 denoting �̃�𝑖 as the filtered velocity component, and �̄� and �̄� as the 
eraged fluid density and pressure, respectively, the shear-stress tensor 
 estimated using the gradient diffusion hypothesis [31] (for Newtonian 
ids) as:

𝑗 = 2�̄��̄�
(
𝑆𝑖𝑗 −

1
3
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑘𝑘

)
(8)

𝑗 =
1
2

(
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

+
𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖

)
(9)

here �̄� represents the filtered kinetic viscosity, 𝑆𝑖𝑗 denotes the com-
3

nents of the rate-of-strain tensor, and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 represents the Kronecker an
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lta. The Boussinesq hypothesis [32] is employed to model the unre-
lved Reynolds stresses,

𝑢𝑗 − �̃�𝑖�̃�𝑗 = 𝜏𝑡,𝑖𝑗 = −2 𝜈𝑡�̄�
(
𝑆𝑖𝑗 −

1
3
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑘𝑘

)
. (10)

e sub-grid scale turbulence viscosity 𝜈𝑡 is simulated using the Wall-
dapting Local Eddy-viscosity (WALE) model [33], which is preferred 
e to its specific development for wall-bounded LES and successful 
plication on film cooling flows [10,11,34,35].
The energy transport equation is expressed using the concept of sen-

ble enthalpy ̃ℎ𝑠. The equation can be stated as

̄ℎ̃𝑠

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕�̄��̃�𝑖ℎ̃𝑠

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+
𝜕�̄��̃�𝑘

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕�̄��̃�𝑖�̃�𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖

(
�̄�
𝜕ℎ̃𝑠

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+ 𝛼𝑡

𝜕ℎ̃𝑠

𝜕𝑥𝑖

)
+ 𝜕�̄�

𝜕𝑡
(11)

here the left hand side contains the kinetic energy �̃�𝑘 = 0.5|�̃�𝑖|2. The 
ght hand side contains the approximations for the filtered heat diffu-
on fluxes based on the thermal diffusivity �̄� and the modeled enthalpy 
xes on the sub-grid 𝛼𝑡 = 𝜈𝑡∕𝑃𝑟𝑡. The turbulent Prandtl number was 
t to Pr𝑡 = 0.85 like in other LES studies [36,37]. Moreover, a prelimi-
ry study indicated similar results for 𝑃𝑟𝑡 = 0.7, 0.85 and 1. From the 
nsible enthalpy the static temperature 𝑇 and wall heat flux �̇�𝑤 were 
termined for isothermal walls. The equation of state for ideal gases 
as utilized to obtain the density field, JANAF polynomials to deter-
ine the specific heat 𝑐𝑝, while the two coefficient Sutherland model 
8] was used to compute the mixture transport properties.
A transport equation for a passive scalar [39], was added to this 
lver.

̄𝑇𝑎

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕�̄��̃�𝑖𝑇𝑎

𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖

(
�̄�
𝜕𝑇𝑎

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+ 𝛼𝑡

𝜕𝑇𝑎

𝜕𝑥𝑖

)
(12)

e scalar represented the temperature field 𝑇𝑎, which would be gener-
ed when using an adiabatic wall boundary condition. This allowed to 
termine the heat transfer coefficient and the film cooling efficiency 
ing only one LES calculation. Further information is given when the 
undary conditions are described in Section 2.3.
The presented equation system was solved for using the PIMPLE 
ISO-SIMPLE) algorithm. The transport equation for a passive scalar 
as solved after the main PIMPLE iteration. After two iterations us-
g the SIMPLE method, two pressure correction loops, and one non-
thogonal correction per time step, the initial residuals decreased to 
value below 5 ⋅ 10−6. To calculate the gradients on the cell faces, 
e Green-Gauss-based method and second-order linear interpolation 
auss linear) were utilized. The second-order upwind scheme was used 
 discretize the advective terms of velocity, kinetic energy, static en-
alpy and passive scalar, while the Gauss linear corrected scheme was 
ed to describe the diffuse terms. Linear interpolation was applied 
om the cell center to the cell face. The explicit non-orthogonal cor-
cted scheme was used to calculate the surface normal gradients. The 
cond-order implicit scheme was used to discretize the time derivative 
rms. The maximum Courant number ranged from 0.6 to 0.9, result-
g in a physical time-step size of approximately 1 ⋅ 10−7 s. Five through 
ws were performed for initialization, and around 10 were performed 
 determine the time average which represented 1 period of the ac-
ely generated turbulence boundary condition which is elucidated in 
ction 2.3.

2. Computational domain, film cooling designs and mesh

The computational domain is depicted in Fig. 2. It represents the 
me dimensions of the experimental setup by Schreivogel et al. [6]
d Straußwald et al. [18]. The dimensions are normalized by using 
e diameter (𝐷) of the film cooling hole (which is 6 mm). The origin 
 located at the center of the domain on the film-cooled wall and at the 
wnstream edge of the film cooling hole. The primary channel’s inlet 

d outlet are situated 6𝐷 upstream and 29𝐷 downstream of the origin, 
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Fig. 2. Computational domain and boundary conditions. Dimensions are non-dimensionalized by the hole diameter (𝐷).
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g. 3. Comparison of transverse and segmented trench designs. (For interpre-
tion of the colors in the figure, the reader is referred to the web version of 
is article.)

spectively. The hole pitch value is 4.55𝐷. The film cooling hole has a 
ngth-to-diameter ratio of 5.166, an inclined angle of 30◦, and a sharp 
let edge, similar to experimental cases reported in [6] and [18].
Two film cooling designs with a cylindrical hole being embedded 
to trenches were investigated with a depth of 0.75𝐷. A third case 
ithout a trench, called standard effusion cooling, was investigated 
r reference. Fig. 3 shows the two trenched designs by Bunker et 
. [4] and Schreivogel et al. [6]. The Bunker and Schreivogel design 
ere both equipped with chamfers with an angle of 45◦ and an edge 
ngth of 0.7071 mm to increase the similarity with the experiments of 
raußwald [18,23,24]. The transverse trench design by Bunker et al. is 
aracterized by it’s simple design which consists of a straight groove 
ith the goal to increase the lateral spreading of the coolant, also reduc-
g the tendency of jet lift-off particularly at higher momentum ratio. 
e purpose of the narrow and swept trench shape (called segmented 
ench) by Schreivogel et al. was to increase film cooling efficiency and 
teral spreading of the coolant as well as to reduce hot gas ingestion 
to the trench. Especially, the hot gas entrainment into the trench is 
own for creating hot-spots in the trench and heating of the adjacent 
alls [40,41].
Symmetric meshes with respect to the symmetry-centerpane were 
eated. The meshes were block-structured-based with hexahedral cells 
d were created for the trenches as well as for the untrenched stan-
rd cylindrical effusion cooling design. The number of cells varied 
tween 7.2-14.4 millions ensuring the first cell within the viscous sub-
4

yer 𝑦+𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 4.7 with an average near wall resolution below 𝑦+𝑎𝑣𝑔 ≤ 0.8. as
ther studies successfully performed LES of film cooling flows with 6-12
illion cells and a 𝑦+ between 0.18-15 [10,35,42,43]. No adaptive mesh 
fining was applied.
In most of the numerical domain, the ratio (𝑟𝑘) of resolved turbulent 
netic energy marked as 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑠, in which

𝑒𝑠 =
1
2
(�̃�′ 2 + �̃�′ 2 + �̃�′ 2) (13)

 the overall turbulent kinetic energy (which encompasses time-
eraged subgrid kinetic energy, 𝑘𝑡 and time-averaged resolved velocity 
ctuation, e.g. �̃�′) exceeded 95%:

=
𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑘𝑡

(14)

tisfying the 80% lower limit value suggested by Pope [31] for a LES 
ith near-wall resolution. In areas with a coarse mesh resolution (e.g. 
p of the domain, near the outlet), the proportion of turbulent kinetic 
ergy is less than 80%. Details of the mesh topology and Pope criterion 
e given in Fig. 4.

3. Boundary and initial conditions

The boundary conditions closely resembled the ones of the experi-
ents of Straußwald et al. [18] and are illustrated in Fig. 2. Possible 
ckflow at the outlet was prevented by setting the velocity vector to 
ro for the relevant cells. The pressure at the outlet was set to 1 bar. 
e no-slip condition was applied on all walls except for the top of the 
ain channel (slip condition). The lateral side patches were subjected to 
riodic boundary conditions. The values for the temperature and pas-
ve scalar at the test section inlet was set to 𝑇∞ = 373 K and 𝑇𝑐 = 233
at the cooling plenum inlet, resulting in a gas turbine representative 
olant to hot gas density ratio of 𝐷𝑅 = 1.6.
Different boundary conditions for the energy equation and transport 
uation of a passive scalar to determine (𝑇𝑤) and (𝑇𝑎𝑤) were applied 
 the wall of the trench and the wall downstream of the trench. The 
ergy equation (11) was solved including an isothermal boundary con-
tion with 𝑇𝑤 = 223 K which was 10 K below 𝑇𝑐 . This leads to a value 
 𝜗 = 0.933 used to determine 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 (equation (4)). When solving 
r the transport equation of the passive scalar the zero gradient (adi-
atic) boundary condition was applied. Gritsch et al. stated [27] that 
 long as the same inflow boundary conditions for the coolant and hot 
s are applied the determination of ℎ𝑓 is valid for two different wall 
mperatures (e.g. 𝑇𝑤 and 𝑇𝑎𝑤) even at jet engine like density ratios.
The velocity at the coolant inlet was derived by the experimentally 
vestigated momentum ratios of 𝐼 = 3.5 and 𝐼 = 8.3 where 𝐼 is defined 
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g. 4. Mesh details (top view of external wall and side view of centerplane) 
d Pope criterion (isometric view) of the three designs at 𝐼 = 3.5 and high 

Fig. 5. Creation of the high turbulence boundary condition. Domains of the 
thermal wind tunnel including the vortex generator to create the turbulence 
boundary condition (a). Distribution of the LES simulations to three domains to 
reduce complexity (b).

𝐼 =
𝜌𝑐𝑢

2
𝑐

𝜌∞𝑢
2
∞

(15)

The jetting effect [44] caused a maximum Mach number of 0.4 to be 
reached within the coolant hole. The maximum time step size due to 
the Courant number was limited at the sharp edge of the coolant inlet. 
Additionally, no turbulence intensity was applied at the coolant inlet. 
Turbulence is generated naturally within the coolant hole [45]. Two 
different boundary conditions (for low and high turbulence condition) 
were utilized at the main flow inlet. The first condition involved an 
average velocity profile at low turbulence conditions, which was deter-
mined from measurements conducted by Straußwald et al. [18]. This 
velocity profile can be characterized by a power-law profile with

𝑢(𝑧) = 𝑢∞ ⋅ (𝑧∕𝛿99)1∕11 , 𝑧 ≤ 𝛿99 (16)

where 𝑧 is the wall normal distance and 𝑢∞ is the main-stream veloc-
ity of 10.2 m/s. The thickness of the boundary layer was 𝛿99 = 2𝐷. No 
turbulence intensity was applied at the inlet because of unknown turbu-
lence length scale. The Reynolds number of the freestream flow, based 
on the diameter of the hole, was 2500.

The second and highly turbulent boundary condition was generated 
by LES simulations of a turbulence generator within the thermal wind 
tunnel shown in Fig. 5. Two precursor LES simulations (#1 and #2) of 
the thermal wind tunnel facility were performed as shown in Fig. 5b). 
The simulation #1 included a plate rotating at 160 rpm (called vortex 
generator (VG)) in a rectangular domain to create the turbulence field 
based on the approach shown in [12]. The rotation of the plate leads 
to a sinusoidal shape signal with additional higher frequencies. The ve-
locity field was saved at a sampling plane within simulation #1. Next, 
this sampled boundary condition was applied in the numerical domain 
#2 representing the thermal wind tunnel including boundary layer suc-
tion. Upstream of the film cooling section the highly turbulent velocity 
field was saved to be reusable to perform simulations #3 of different 
film cooling designs. The results of the simulations #3 are investigated 
rbulence. in this paper.
The time-averaged velocity 𝑢, as well as turbulence intensity (𝑇 𝑢) 

and integral length scale (Λ) were determined from a simulation span-
5

ni
ng a time duration of 4 plate rotations (8 signal periods) resulting in 
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g. 6. Contours of the turbulence intensity, length scale and time-averaged 
ain stream velocity at the inlet of the film cooling domain (𝑥∕𝐷 = −6). The 
cation of the probe indicates the signal depicted in Fig. 8.

g. 7. Centerline boundary layer profiles of the high (-) and low turbulence 
-) case.

𝑢 of around 20% and Λ between 0 to 3.5𝐷, respectively (Fig. 6) which 
atched engine like boundary conditions.
The turbulence quantities were derived after applying the triple de-
mposition instead of the Reynolds-decomposition onto the velocity 
gnal to remove the low frequency component of the turbulence gen-
ator (which would have erroneously led to higher values of 𝑇 𝑢 and Λ
 shown in [46]). The profiles of the centerline (𝑦∕𝐷 = 0) for both the 
w and high turbulence case are depicted in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 depicts the unsteady time signal of a probe at the main flow 
let (𝑥∕𝐷 = −6, 𝑦∕𝐷 = 0, 𝑧∕𝐷 = 2.5, see Fig. 6) of the domain which 
 non-dimensionalized by the period length 𝑇𝑉 𝐺 of the active vortex 
nerator.

The periodicity is hard to detect in the near wall probes due to the 
ect of the boundary layer suction placed upstream of the coolant 
jection. However, probes placed farther away from the wall show pe-
odicity and the distinct frequency of the turbulence generators in the 
e signal. Near and far placed probes show the turbulence generator 
tation frequency.
After the initial transient phase of the LES in the film cooling do-
ain (#3), the time average is taken over one period length of the vortex 
nerator. The period length of 𝑇𝑉 𝐺 ≈ 0.2 s represents 10 main channel 
rough flows. The experimental data showed little effect on the time 
erages if more than one period was used [47]. Moreover, during the 
mulation unsteady snapshots of the flow field where sampled to in-
6

stigate unsteady behavior of the flow field and coolant distribution at th
International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 217 (2023) 124623

g. 8. Near wall velocity signal of probe created by the vortex generator at the 
main inlet.

g. 9. Comparison of numerical (-, - -) and experimental (■, ▴) [47] wall 
rmal profiles of 𝑢∕𝑢∞ and 𝑤∕𝑢∞ at 𝑥∕𝐷 = [0, 2.5, 5, 7.5] using standard film 
oling with no trench at 𝐼 = 3.5 with actively generated turbulence boundary 
ndition.

e wall. The simulations were initialized from RANS simulations with 
atching boundary conditions for each case.

 Validation of numerical approach

In this section first the temperature and velocity profiles in the film 
oling test section of LES simulations and TPIV measurements [47]
e compared at actively generated high turbulence conditions. Subse-
ently, numerical results are compared to film cooling efficiency and 
at transfer coefficient measurement results from the literature to de-
rmine the accuracy of the numerical approach.
With the actively generated turbulence boundary condition two pro-
e series are shown at 𝐼 = 3.5. No experimental data were available for 
e segmented trench at this boundary condition. First, results of the 
ofiles of standard effusion cooling (no trench) are shown in Fig. 9. 
e numerical and experimental profiles of the wall normal velocity 
ofiles are compared at 𝑥∕𝐷 = [0, 2.5, 5, 7.5]. Excellent agreement of 
e boundary layer profile can be seen at all axial locations. Next, the 
end of the normalized root mean square (RMS) of adiabatic tempera-
re fluctuation 𝑇𝑎,𝑅𝑀𝑆 and temperature 𝜃 which is defined as

=
𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑎

𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑐

(17)

e discussed in Fig. 10 for transverse trench. Good agreement is found 
 well, indicating that the LES is able accurately reproduce results from 

e experiment of Straußwald.
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g. 10. Comparison of numerical (-, - -) and experimental (■, ▴) [47] wall 
rmal profiles of 𝜃 and 𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑆∕(𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑐 ) at 𝑥∕𝐷 = [0, 2.5, 5, 7.5] using transverse 
nch at 𝐼 = 3.5 with actively generated turbulence boundary condition.

No wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient measurements 
om Straußwald et al. were available. Thus, experimental data of the 
ansverse and segmented trench at low turbulence boundary conditions 
om three earlier measurement campaigns were used: measurements 
 𝐷𝑅 = 2 and 1.33 of Schreivogel et al. [6,48] and results of the trans-
rse trench including the mentioned edge chamfer at 𝐷𝑅 = 1.1 of Lu 
 al. [49].
The flow boundary conditions are crucial when performing simula-
ns and experiments and are summarized here briefly. For the simu-
tions of the Schreivogel experiments a boundary layer velocity profile 
sed on the power-law with an exponent of 1∕6 and a boundary layer 
ickness of 𝛿99 = 1.083𝐷 was applied at the hot gas inlet.
In the experiment of Lu et al. the boundary layer was described by 

power law profile with an exponent of 1∕7. However, no information 
garding the turbulent boundary layer height was given. It was ap-
oximated to 𝛿99 ≈ 0.634𝐷 based on the development of the turbulent 
undary layer [50] by the distance from boundary layer suction lead-
g edge to the leading edge of the cooling film hole in the experiment. 
th LES were performed with zero inlet turbulence level due low lev-
s (1% and 2%, respectively) in the experiment and because of the lack 
 information regarding the turbulence length scale.
Fig. 11 shows the laterally averaged film cooling efficiency (𝜂) and 
at transfer coefficient ratio (ℎ𝑓∕ℎ0) downstream of the transverse 
ench of the performed LES simulations compared to Schreivogel and 
’s investigations [6,48,49].
The three numerical simulations show the same trend for 𝑥∕𝐷 < 2

hereas at 𝐼 = 1 the results do not depend on the density ratio. The 
periments of Schreivogel and Lu at a momentum ratio of 𝐼 ≈ 1 with 
𝑅 = 2 and 𝐷𝑅 = 1.1 show a similar trend of 𝜂 for 𝑥∕𝐷 < 3. Thus, the 
gh discrepancy between the numerical and experimental results at 
𝑅 = 1.33 are assumed in the accuracy of the experimental campaign 
 Schreivogel et al. [51] also showed that the jet trajectory of the film 
oling jet emerging from the transverse trench does not depend on 
e density ratio. In general, the LES simulations overpredicted the film 
oling efficiency measurements. This might be caused by differences 
 the shape of the trench edge (sharp, beveled or filleted and specific 
ge dimensions). Moreover, the trends of the film cooling efficiency 
e the exactly same for 𝐼 = 1 and 𝐼 = 8 (not shown) at 𝐷𝑅 = 1.33 for 
th experimental and numerical results.
Next, the results of heat transfer coefficient ratio are discussed for 

hich no experimental results for the heat transfer coefficient ratio at 
𝑅 = 2 are available. The CFD results of Lu’s configuration match well 
ith the experimental data for 𝑥∕𝐷 < 2. Further downstream, the CFD 
derpredicts the heat transfer coefficient. Similar discrepancies of 𝜂
d ℎ𝑓∕ℎ0 were visible for 𝐼 = 3.7 at 𝐷𝑅 = 1.1 and 𝐼 = 8 at 𝐷𝑅 = 1.33
7

ot shown). te
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g. 11. Comparison of numerical and experimental [6,48,49] results of lat-
al averaged film cooling efficiency and heat transfer coefficient ratio using a 
nsverse trench.

In the following the differences between simulation and experi-
ental results of the segmented trench are discussed. The edges of 
gmented trench did not contain a chamfer in these LES simulations 
cause pictures of the segmented trench indicated a relatively sharp 
ge. Fig. 12 shows the film cooling efficiency (𝜂) and heat transfer co-
cient ratio (ℎ𝑓∕ℎ0) of the performed LES simulations compared to 
hreivogel investigations [6,48].
An excellent agreement between the LES and infrared thermography-
sed surface temperature measurements for both tested momentum 
tios 1 and 8 at 𝐷𝑅 = 2 is visible. For 𝐷𝑅 = 1.33 one can see that the 
D overpredicts the film cooling efficiency like for the measurements 
 the transverse trench in the same measurement campaign [48]. The 
end of the lateral film cooling distribution is similar. The differences 
tween the experiments and CFD are not assumed to be an effect of the 
nsity ratio. Rather, a difference between experimental and numerical 
w boundary conditions is assumed (boundary layer profile and tur-
lence properties) as well as uncertainties related to the trench edge 
ape (sharp or e.g. chamfered). Next, the results of heat transfer coef-
ient ratio are shown in Fig. 12 for 𝐷𝑅 = 1.33. No experimental results 
r the heat transfer coefficient ratio at 𝐷𝑅 = 2 are available. Both LES 
d experiment show the highest value of ℎ𝑓∕ℎ0 at 𝑥∕𝐷 ≈ 1 after which 
e heat transfer coefficient ratio is reducing.
The experimental uncertainties are given in each experimental cam-
ign, whereas for the film cooling efficiency the maximum relative 
certainties were 8.7% (𝐷𝑅 = 2), 7% (𝐷𝑅 = 1.33) and the average un-
rtainty was 4.5% (𝐷𝑅 = 1.1). The average uncertainty for the heat 
ansfer coefficient measurements was 7% (𝐷𝑅 = 1.33 and 𝐷𝑅 = 1.1). 
ese uncertainties let us assume that large differences between the nu-
erical and experimental results are due to systematical errors in the 
periments of Schreivogel at 𝐷𝑅 = 1.33 and the unknown boundary 
yer profile for Lu’s experiments at 𝐷𝑅 = 1.1. Additional and consis-

nt experimental data with detailed descriptions of geometrical (edge 
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g. 12. Comparison of numerical and experimental [6,48] results of lateral 
eraged film cooling efficiency and heat transfer coefficient ratio using a seg-
ented trench.

ape) and inflow boundary conditions (velocity profile, turbulence in-
nsity and length scale) would be immensely important for the CFD 
mmunity as accurate validation data. Ellis et al. [20] showed that by 
nsidering turbulence intensity and the turbulence length scale in the 
mulation agreement was improved with an experiment.
In conclusion, the numerical simulations of the transverse and seg-
ented trench are able to predict matching (segmented trench at 
𝑅 = 2) or similar trends of film cooling efficiency and heat transfer 
efficient ratio at different momentum and density ratios.

 Results of time averaged field

First, the results of the mean flow fields are analyzed to show the 
ects of the turbulence intensity and momentum ratio. Afterwards, 
e three film cooling designs are compared to each other.

1. Effect of momentum ratio and turbulence intensity

The influence of the turbulence intensity and momentum ratio on 
e lateral averaged film cooling efficiency, heat transfer coefficient ra-
 and net heat flux reduction over the axial distance (𝑥∕𝐷) depending 
 the film cooling design is shown in Fig. 13.
The figure shows the trends for the standard effusion design indi-
ted by a film cooling efficiency near 𝜂 = 0 which is increasing for 
gh main flow turbulence created by the vortex generator. Jet lift-off 
curred for both tested momentum ratios and thus has a negligible in-
ence on 𝜂. The heat transfer coefficient ratio increases with increased 
rbulence intensity and momentum ratio whereas it is more affected 
 the increased turbulence intensity. With respect to 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅, increas-
g turbulence intensity or coolant mass flux and thus the momentum 
tio leads to lower net heat flux reduction.
Fig. 13 shows the trends of the parameters of interests at the down-
8

ream wall for the transverse (middle column) and segmented (right ou
International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 217 (2023) 124623

lumn) trench design as well. At low turbulence conditions the effect 
 increased momentum ratio is low on the film cooling efficiency. At 
gh turbulence boundary conditions the effect is more pronounced for 
e segmented trench which leads to a decrease in 𝜂 by around 0.1
 the axial direction for the lower momentum ratio. The heat trans-
r coefficient ratio is mostly affected by the momentum ratio which is 
creasing for higher 𝐼 . It shows little variation due to increased tur-
lence intensity. Downstream of 𝑥∕𝐷 > 3 higher turbulence intensity 
ads to an increased heat transfer. The net heat flux reduction 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅

ows the same trend as with no trench.
The trends are similar for the tested momentum ratios and thus in 
e following the effect of turbulence is discussed for 𝐼 = 3.5. In Fig. 14
e influence of turbulence on the normalized temperature 𝜃 is shown 
 the centerpane (𝑥𝑧-plane at 𝑦∕𝐷 = 0) depending on the three designs 
andard effusion, transverse trench and segmented trench. The contour 
lor and line (-) represent the high turbulence case whereas the results 
 the low turbulence simulations are shown by the dotted lines (- -).
For the hole without a trench (top) the jet lift-off is reduced due 

 increased turbulence and coolant is transported closer to the wall. 
sing a trench, the jet impacts on the trench wall directly. The coolant 
w then can attach better to the downstream wall to provide a cooling 
m which is however reduced in efficiency by increased free-stream 
rbulence.

The contours of film cooling efficiency, heat transfer coefficient ratio 
d net heat flux reduction (top to bottom) at the wall are shown in 
g. 15. In general, higher turbulence levels result in increased diffusion 
 spanwise velocity, temperature and heat flux fluctuations [20]. In our 
udy, for the ordinary hole case the film cooling efficiency is between 0
d 0.1 at increased turbulence. The lateral extent of 𝜂 is reduced when 
 turbulence is present. Just downstream (𝑥∕𝐷< 1) of the film cooling 
le there is an area of slightly increased 𝜂 due to the flow separation.
In comparison, the trenched cases show increased film cooling ef-
iency, especially in the lateral direction. The turbulence intensity 
duces the axial extend of the film coolant and also diminishes the 
tent of the lateral spread. Thus, increased turbulence has the oppo-
te effect for a trenched case compared to a standard effusion cooling 
 this momentum ratio.
In the case of standard effusion cooling, the heat transfer coefficient 

 high turbulence intensity is increased in the lateral direction com-
red to low turbulence intensity between 0 < 𝑥∕𝐷 < 4 and 𝑦∕𝐷 ± 1.5. 
ithout turbulence in the main stream the lateral extent of increased 
at transfer is only limited in the region between 𝑦∕𝐷 ± 0.25. For the 
enched cases the turbulence intensity has only a negligible effect on 
e heat transfer as shown in the laterally averaged plots. The lat-
al spread of ℎ𝑓∕ℎ0 is very similar between these cases and is even 
creased without main stream turbulence for the segmented trench be-
w 𝑥∕𝐷 < 1 compared to the high turbulence intensity case as is also 
sible in Fig. 13.
Next, the resulting net heat flux reduction is discussed. For the or-
nary hole case lateral regions of decreased 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 developed by 
creased turbulence intensity which correspond to the regions of in-
eased heat transfer coefficient. In the case of the transverse trench 
 increased turbulence intensity lowers 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 at the sides between 
𝐷 = 1 to 2 and -1 to -2 downstream for 𝑥∕𝐷 < 2. In these regions low 
iabatic film cooling efficiency and relatively high heat transfer coef-
ient ratio are present. The segmented trench shows a lower 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅

 the lateral location at 𝑦∕𝐷 ≈ −1.5 due to spatial asymmetry in the 
rbulence boundary condition (Fig. 6) in which higher intensity and 
ngth scales are present.

2. Effect of design

In this part the three film cooling designs are compared with each 
her. Fig. 16 depicts the three laterally averaged performance param-
ers of interest at high turbulence intensity. The segmented trench 

tperforms the other two designs which can also be seen in the 2D 
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g. 13. Trend of the lateral averaged film cooling efficiency, heat transfer coefficient ratio and resulting net heat flux reduction depending on turbulence boundary 
ndition and momentum ratio for standard effusion cooling (left column), transverse trench (center column) and segmented trench (right column).

g. 14. Trend of the dimensionless temperature depending on low turbulence 
-), high turbulence (-) for standard effusion cooling (top), transverse trench 

wall distribution in Fig. 15. It has the highest film cooling efficiency, 
lower heat transfer coefficient than the transverse trench and thus the 
highest net heat flux reduction for both momentum ratios. The trans-
verse trench has the highest heat transfer coefficient but due to high 
film cooling efficiency it outperforms the standard effusion design with 
respect to 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅. Moreover, only the segmented trench features a pos-
itive 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 over the whole axial range whereas the transverse trench 
presents a positive 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 only downstream of 𝑥∕𝐷 ≈ 9.

Fig. 17 depicts the lateral distribution of the three designs at the 
axial location 𝑥∕𝐷 = 3 and 9. The segmented trench provides higher 
film cooling efficiency in the axial and lateral directions compared to 
the other designs. The heat transfer of the segmented design is lower 
than the transverse design at 𝑥∕𝐷 = 3 and similar at 𝑥∕𝐷 = 9. The net 
heat flux reduction is positive in the lateral direction for the segmented 
design except at 𝑦∕𝐷 ≈ −1.5 indicating homogeneous distribution of the 
time averaged cooling performance parameters due to the increased 
turbulence intensity and length scale at this location.

Next, axial cut contours at 𝑥∕𝐷 = 1, 3 and 9 for each design at high 
turbulence intensity are shown in Fig. 18. The contours are colored in 
the normalized temperature 𝜃 and velocity vectors with the lateral and 
wall normal components (𝑣, 𝑤) are added in black to indicate the rota-
tion direction of vortices. In general, counter rotating kidney vortices 
are developing in the coolant hole [45] for each coolant design. At the 
plane just downstream of the ordinary film cooling design (𝑥∕𝐷 = 1) 
the counter rotating kidney vortices emerging from the hole entrain hot 
gas from the main stream transporting it to the region near the wall. 
These vortices are propelling the coolant jet in a direction that moves 
it farther from the surface. The kidney vortices are weakening down-
stream but are still present at (𝑥∕𝐷 = 9). Using the transverse trench 
iddle) and segmented trench (bottom). Momentum ratio 𝐼 = 3.5. these vortices are still visible at 𝑥∕𝐷 = 1 and 3 but with a lower am-
9

pl
itude. Moreover, the coolant is very close to the wall but only in a 
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Fig. 15. Distributions of the film cooling efficiency, heat transfer ratio and resulting net heat flux reduction depending on low turbulence (- -), high turbulence (-) 
for standard effusion cooling (top), transverse trench (middle) and segmented trench (bottom). Momentum ratio 𝐼 = 3.5.
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g. 16. Axial trend of the lateral averaged film cooling efficiency, heat transfer 
efficient ratio and resulting net heat flux reduction depending on turbulence 
undary condition and momentum ratio for standard effusion cooling (EFF), 
nsverse trench (TT) and segmented trench (ST) at high turbulence intensity.

ited lateral range compared to the segmented trench. In the case of 
10

e segmented trench, the counter-rotating kidney vortices are barely vo
g. 17. Lateral distribution of the film cooling efficiency, heat transfer ratio 
d resulting net heat flux reduction at 𝑥∕𝐷 = 3 and 9 depending on turbulence 
undary condition and momentum ratio for standard effusion cooling (EFF), 
nsverse trench (TT) and segmented trench (ST) at high turbulence intensity.

sible in any of the planes. Both trenches form anti counter rotating 

rtices at the corners of the plane at 𝑥∕𝐷 = 1 which were also noticed 
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Fig. 18. Axials cuts of dimensionless temperature at 𝑥∕𝐷 = 1, 3, 9 at high turbulence intensity for standard effusion cooling (top), transverse trench (middle) and 
segmented trench (bottom). Arrows result from the 𝑣 and 𝑤 velocity component. Momentum ratio 𝐼 = 3.5.
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 e.g. [10,52]. The presence of these side vortices results in increased 
ount of coolant being expelled from the trench (at 𝑦∕𝐷 ≈ ±2) onto 
e downstream wall. The wall normal extent of the coolant, described 
 𝜃, is higher for the transverse trench in the middle of the plane but 

 higher for the segmented trench at the corners.
To understand the effect of the axial, lateral and wall normal coolant 
stribution, the normalized temperature at high turbulence intensity 
 depicted in streamwise planes at multiple lateral position for the 
ansverse and segmented trench in Fig. 19. In general, the coolant 
erging from of the transverse trench achieves a higher trajectory 
p to 𝑧∕𝐷 = 2) providing a thicker coolant film in the lateral range 
1 < 𝑦∕𝐷 < 1) compared to the segmented trench (up to 𝑧∕𝐷 = 1). This 

 due to the shape of the transverse trench which offers a greater block-
e area for the coolant exiting the hole whereas the wedge-shape of 
e segmented trench (compare the designs in Fig. 3) leads to a smaller 
olant accumulation at the stagnation point and thus leads the most 
tached coolant at the downstream wall. Left and right of the trench’s 
oling hole (𝑦∕𝐷 = −2.275) more coolant is emerging from the seg-
ented trench due to the anti counter rotating vortices. One could 
sume that the segmented trench is more affected by high turbulent 
undary conditions compared to the transverse trench because the 
olant film is thinner. However, the segmented trench in a time aver-
ed sense leads to higher film cooling efficiency in the axial and lateral 
rection, reduces the transfer coefficient downstream of the trench and 
us shows an overall positive 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 (Fig. 15). Furthermore, lower 𝜃
mpared to the centerpane is visible in the transverse trench between 
2 ≤ 𝑥∕𝐷 ≈ 0 in the planes (𝑦∕𝐷 = −1, −1.5, −2.275). This effect is also 
esent for the segmented trench but much less so due to the mentioned 
ench shape.
It can be explained by visualizing the wall normal velocity compo-
nt 𝑤 within the trench at the wall parallel plane 𝑧∕𝐷 ≈ 0 shown in 
g. 20. Areas with negative components indicate hot gas entrainment 
 ingestion into the trench which are present for both trench designs 
r 50 - 75% of the whole area. In general, hot gas ingestion may lead to 
11

wer film cooling efficiency within the trench (at the inner walls of the fin
ench) which affects the adjacent walls through thermal conduction as 
ell [40,41] and should be avoided. For both trenches, ingestion occurs 
ove the coolant outlet since the perpendicular trench wall behaves 
e a backward facing step. Between 𝑦∕𝐷 = 1 and 2 highest ingestion 
ads to lowest dimensionless temperature within the transverse trench 
hich is visible in Fig. 19a), too. The ingestion is lower for the seg-
ented trench.

 Results of the instantaneous field

In the study conducted by Straußwald et al. [18], high turbulence 
nditions were employed, created by an active turbulence grid and the 
rtex generator also used for this study. All TPIV investigations were 
nducted at the centerpane (𝑦∕𝐷 = 0). Using the active turbulence grid 
d a resulting 𝐼 = 5.7, results indicated that the time-averaged axial 
tent of the cooling film was shorter for the segmented trench in com-
rison to the transverse trench. Additionally, instantaneous images 
7] revealed instances where the cooling film was significantly dis-
rbed in the axial direction when the transverse trench was subjected 
 the vortex generator boundary condition. Based on these observa-
ns in the centerpane only, it was concluded that the segmented trench 
sign was more susceptible to increased free stream turbulence com-
red to the transverse trench, and thus, the transverse trench would 
 a more suitable choice for cooling combustor liners. Straußwald et 
. [18] mentioned as well that further investigations would be needed 
 clarify this statement.
To examine the impact of increased turbulence on film cooling ef-
iency in this numerical investigation, Fig. 21 displays time series of 
all distributions of 𝜂 for the transverse and segmented trench designs. 
e left and right columns present snapshots at the same time instances 
r the transverse and segmented trench, respectively. The time inter-
ls between each snapshot range from 3.3 ms to 0.8 ms, corresponding 
 approximately 0.5TF to 0.1TF. The through flow time (TF) was de-

ed over an axial range of 15D and was calculated as 𝑇𝐹 = 15𝐷∕𝑢∞.
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g. 19. Streamwise planes at different lateral positions of dimensionless temperature at high turbulence intensity for the transverse (a) and segmented (b) trench. 
omentum ratio 𝐼 = 3.5.

g. 20. Wall parallel cut at 𝑧∕𝐷 ≈ 0 to visualize hot gas ingestion (negative 
lue of wall normal velocity 𝑤∕𝑢∞) at 𝐼 = 3.5 for the transverse trench (a) and 

The film cooling efficiency remained nearly unchanged in both the 
axial and lateral directions downstream of 𝑥∕𝐷 > 8 across snapshots #1
to #5 for both the transverse and segmented trench designs. Therefore, 
the analysis primarily focuses on the coverage immediately downstream 
of the trenches.

In snapshot #1, the axial and lateral distribution of the coolant at the 
wall was best for both designs, leading to high values for 𝜂 (Fig. 21). 
In the subsequent instant (#2), the axial extent of the film cooling effi-
ciency was reduced for both designs. Furthermore, a hot spot emerged 
just downstream of the segmented trench (at 𝑥∕𝐷 = 0, 𝑦∕𝐷 = 0), result-
ing in a drop in 𝜂 from above 0.9 within the range of 0.2 to 0.3. The 
transverse trench exhibited less sensitivity in the central region of the 
wall due to the higher trajectory of the coolant. However, it displayed 
significantly lower coolant coverage at the sides (𝑦∕𝐷 ≈ ±2) compared 
to the segmented trench.

In instant #3, the hot spot downstream of the segmented trench 
shifted even further downstream (𝑥∕𝐷 = 1 −4, 𝑦∕𝐷 = 0). Moreover, brief 
hot spots emerged at both lateral sides where 𝜂 experienced a drop 
gmented trench (b). Main flow with high turbulence.
12

w
ithin the range of 0.0 to 0.1. In comparison to snapshot #2, the trans-
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Fig. 21. Snapshots (#1 −#5) of the distributions of the film cooling efficiency at high turbulence for transverse trench (left column) and segmented trench (left 
column). Momentum ratio 𝐼 = 3.5.
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rse trench exhibited a further reduction in the lateral and axial extent 
 coverage at the sides.
In instant #4, the axial and lateral coverage of the transverse trench 
ached its minimum, with 𝜂 ranging between 0.1 and 0.2. The hot spots 
cated at the sides disappeared downstream of the segmented trench, 
t in the central region, the coverage was still low, resulting in 𝜂 >

3.
In the last instant of the time series (#5), the coolant coverage ex-
bited an increase immediately downstream of the trenches. However, 
 the downstream region of the transverse trench, a localized area was 
served on one side between 𝑥∕𝐷 = 0.5 and 𝑦∕𝐷 = 1 − 2, indicating a 
viation from uniform coverage.
Fig. 22 presents streamwise planes at lateral positions, including the 
nterpane, one outer plane (𝑦∕𝐷 = −2.275), and the intermediate posi-
n at 𝑦∕𝐷 = −1, showcasing the normalized temperature distribution 
for both trench designs. These planes are utilized for further analysis 
d clarification.
At instant #1, the film cooling efficiency downstream of the trenches 

or 𝑥∕𝐷 < 4) was observed to be high. In all planes, it was evident 
at the coolant was being discharged from the trenches and adhering 
13

 the wall. Additionally, the wall-normal extent of the coolant in the ab
nterpane (𝑦∕𝐷 = 0) was significant for both designs, with a greater 
tent observed for the transverse trench. The greater extent may lead 
 a potential reduction in sensitivity to main stream vortices in this 
gion due to a higher momentum of the coolant jet.
Snapshots #2 − 4 revealed a decrease in film cooling efficiency at 
e sides for the transverse trench design (Fig. 21). In snapshot #3 of 
ig. 22), the lateral 𝑥𝑧-planes of 𝜃 illustrated a reduced wall-normal 
tent of the coolant. Additionally, at positions (𝑦∕𝐷 = −1 & − 2.275), a 
wer amount of coolant or coolant with lower 𝜃 was observed exiting 
e transverse trench. Conversely, for the segmented trench design in 
apshot #3, the inadequate film cooling efficiency at the sides could 
 attributed to observations in the 𝑦∕𝐷 = −2.275 plane. Here, despite 
e presence of coolant, hot gas temporarily reached the wall beneath 
e coolant film. Simultaneously, the main flow exhibited a notably 
gh negative wall-normal velocity component in the centerpane (not 
own). Consequently, less coolant was discharged from the segmented 
ench, resulting in an almost non-existent coolant film between 𝑦∕𝐷 =
5 to −1 (in Snapshot #4). Nonetheless, a very thin layer of coolant 
as still observed near the wall. This suggests that Straußwald et al.’s 
perimental investigations faced challenges when drawing conclusions 

out film cooling efficiency using results from the 𝑥𝑧-centerpane.
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Fig. 22. Snapshots (#1, #3, #5) at three lateral planes of the distributions of the normalized temperature at high turbulence for transverse trench (left column) and 
segmented trench (right column). Momentum ratio 𝐼 = 3.5.
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In snapshot #5, the negative wall normal component of the main 
ream velocity has disappeared, resulting in an extremely lifted jet 
ajectory for both trench designs. For the segmented trench, coolant 
mains attached just downstream of the trench along the lateral di-
ction. However, it is worth noting that the near wall temperature 
adient is very high in the case of the segmented trench. As a re-
lt, the coolant between 1 < 𝑥∕𝐷 < 2 in the centerpane has not yet 
ached the wall, leading to a low film cooling efficiency in that region. 
e hot spot observed at the side of the transverse trench can be at-
ibuted to a strong mixing of coolant and hot gas within the trench, 
ong with a lower amount of coolant exiting the trench at that partic-
ar instant.

 Conclusion

LES simulations were employed to examine three film cooling con-
urations, including designs with and without a trench, under varying 
vels of main stream turbulence. By solving the energy equation and 
14

e transport equation of a passive scalar, the study was able to deter- in
ine important parameters such as adiabatic film cooling efficiency, 
at transfer coefficient, and net heat flux reduction which are rarely 
ailable from experimental investigations.
The numerical approach was validated by three experiments from 
e literature. The best agreement with the measurements was seen 
r the simulations of the segmented trench. The film cooling effi-
ency downstream of the transverse trench was overpredicted which 
 assumed due to the sensitivity of the trench’s downstream located 
ge shape. The results of the experiment of Schreivogel et al. [48] at 
𝑅 = 1.33 do not agree with the trend of the other two literature cases 
aking it difficult to validate the CFD with respect to the heat trans-
r coefficient. The LES simulations were able to predict the laterally 
eraged trend and absolute values of the heat transfer coefficient just 
wnstream of the trench for Lu’s experiment. Additional and consis-
nt experimental validation data (𝜂 and ℎ𝑓∕ℎ0) would hold immense 
gnificance for the CFD community.
The time-averaged results suggested that higher levels of turbulence 

tensity lead to a decrease in the effective length of the cooling film 
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ross both trench designs, reducing 𝜂, whereas the ordinary design ex-
bited higher 𝜂 due to increased mixing caused by lift-off of the jet. For 
l designs ℎ𝑓 was increasing and 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 was reducing with increased 
ain stream turbulence. The heat transfer coefficient increased with 
th turbulence intensity and momentum ratio, with turbulence inten-
ty having a greater effect for ordinary cooling designs and momentum 
tio for trenched designs.
Increasing turbulence intensity or momentum ratio led to a lower 
t heat flux reduction for all designs. The lateral extent of the coolant 
as decreased for the trenched designs when turbulence intensity was 
creased leading to lower 𝑁𝐻𝐹𝑅 at these lateral locations. With re-
ect to the trench designs, increased turbulence intensity increased the 
at transfer in the axial direction but reduced it just downstream of the 
enches. Comparing the three designs, only the segmented trench de-
gn exhibited positive net heat flux reduction regardless of turbulence 
tensity and momentum ratio, outperforming the other designs. This is 
 contrast to experimental results of Straußwald et al. [18,24] in the 
nterpane in which the transverse trench outperformed the segmented 
ench. This discrepancy between the experimental observations and 
S results may be attributed to limitations in measurement accuracy 
ar the wall. The results obtained from LES demonstrated that, despite 
e absence of apparent cooling coverage in the 𝑥𝑧-centerpane, coolant 
n still effectively cover the wall.
In the axial planes downstream of the cooling hole the counter rota-
n vortices were present at the center for the ordinary and transverse 
ench. The design of the segmented trench made the counter rotat-
g vortices disappear. Both trench designs exhibited hot gas ingestion 
hich should be avoided by changing the design. More hot gas entrain-
ent occurred for the transverse design due to larger trench area. The 
gmented trench produced a thinner cooling film and more intense lat-
al cooling spread. At the sides of this trench more coolant was ejected 
mpared to other lateral locations due to the stagnation point adja-
nt between holes which effect was enhanced due to the wedge-shape. 
e coolant exiting the middle of the transverse trench featured a larger 
all-normal spread which made it less susceptible to main stream tur-
lence compared to the thinner cooling film of the segmented trench.
The instantaneous results further investigated this susceptibility to 
ain stream turbulence. Hot spots were visible at certain instances in 
e. The segmented trench exhibited hot spots located in the middle of 
e wall. For the transverse trench hot spots only appeared at the sides 
wnstream of the trench due to more coolant leaving the trench at this 
cation providing a thicker coolant film. Similar unsteady results were 
own in Straußwald et al.’s experiments [18,24].
Future studies could encompass the examination of momentum ra-
s relevant to turbines, the impact of potential manufacturing toler-
ces (such as the edge shape of trenches) and the comparison of novel 
ench designs [37] or alternative cooling designs with fan-shaped cool-
g holes.
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